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Abstract. In this paper, we investigated the definition of privacy, pri-
vacy abuse behaviours, and the privacy abuse in Android systems, which
may be very useful for identifying the malicious apps from ’normal’ apps.
We also investigated the injection technology, service binding, and ser-
vice proxy in Android system, which are widely used by normal apps to
steal privacy information. A real-time monitoring system (app) is devel-
oped on Android system to monitor potential privacy data abuse. The
app is able to monitor permission requests for all installed apps as well
as analyse the potential privacy abuse behaviors.

1 Introduction

Mobile device is becoming a primary platform equipped with powerful sens-
ing, computing, and networking capabilities [1]. The convenience to users and
developers has made mobile device a fun and intelligent information-processing
terminal. The popularity and advanced functionality of mobile devices eared the
attention of hackers and cybercriminals. Android based devices are so widely
used that millions applications (apps) have been developed related to daily life.
It is reported that the Android is at the highest as greater than 80% share of
the global market in 2014 [2–4]. Meanwhile, the 99% of mew mobile malware is
designed to target Android [5]. As a result, it is very urgent to find a method
to evaluate, monitor, and solve the security issues in Android. In Android, most
apps are running in a “sandbox” and cannot affect other apps [6]. Therefore,
most malicious apps are unable to break the system but they can steal the per-
sonal informations of Android device users, which should be treated as private
data abuses [7–9]. To identify and manage user data and information is a very
crucial and sensitive topic in Android system. Most of private data abuse behav-
iors could be detected when apps are submitted to official apps market, such
as Play Store, etc.“Permission system” is the most important part of security
system in Android [6]. However, most apps ask for many more permissions than
they require. It is very difficult for Android users to manage and understand the
app permissions requests. This may causes the personal data is being abused
against the users’ wishes. Android users are unable to know what an app would
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really do. Installing an app takes just a couple clicks to choose whether to allow
the required permissions. However in using an app, it is very difficult for users
to change the granted permissions [9].

In Android systems, many apps are able to access to sensitive information
on the mobile device. Misusing permissions to access these information is a
major cause of privacy breaches and data leakage. The Android users are not
able to control over the capabilities of apps once the apps have been granted the
requested permissions upon installation. This makes it possible for malicious and
intrusive apps to abuse the granted permission, data, and resources. This may
expose sensitive information to unauthorized apps or code. In recent, a number
of serious vulnerabilities have been reported that some malware and adware apps
can authorize themselves properly to access the contacts, sms, email, and other
sensitive information. Numerous security applications have been developed for
most bands of mobile devices; however most of them are not currently targeting
actual data, mobile malware attacks. The Android systems have to face the new
challenge on user privacy preservation and security protection. In response to
the growing threat, mobile device are developing built-in security features. In
the meantime, users can protect their data by carefully cutinizing third-part
applications, and avoiding suspicious information fishing.

Therefore, a real-time monitoring system is needed to protect users from pri-
vacy data abuse. It can help the users to make real decision by real time moni-
toring permissions according to the behaviors of an app. The system can protect
users from privacy abuse before it happens. Actually, a number of security apps
can be found in Play Store, such as LBE Privacy Guard, Clueful Privacy
Advisor, PrivacyScanner, 360 Mobile Safe etc. [5–11]. These apps are
developed to help users know the details of apps when they are running in
Android by analysing their permissions, network flows, access, etc. However, it
is still difficult to tell user what apps really do. The goal of this paper is to
analyse the behaviors and intent of recent types of privacy-invasive.

2 Privacy Abuse in Android System

A basic Android system includes four layers: application layer, application frame-
work, library & Android runtime, and linux kernel [12,13]. Each app in Android
runs in Dalvik virtual machine (DVM) and it is unable to affect other apps
because each application runs in their own sandbox. The AndroidManifext.xml
defines all permissions of an app [1,14].

2.1 Potential Vulnerabilities in Android System

Although the permission system in Android is designed to protect the users
information, it is widely reported that many apps are able to steal user data [9].
It isn’t strong enough to protect users’ privacy and prevent abuse [13], which
can tell users the accessibility to privacy for each app, but unable to identify
malicious apps from normal apps.
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Table 1. List of privacy in android systems

Privacy Related to

Call history Privacy

Contact list Privacy

Sms Privacy

Sending short message Identity

Phone number (IMSI) Identity

IMEI Identity

GPS location Privacy & User’s physical freedom

Camera Privacy & Users’ life embarrassing fact

WiFi Network

Bluetooth Network

2.2 Privacy in Android

The definition of privacy should fit the environment. Privacy data and infor-
mation are issues for users of all types of electronic device [10]. A running app
can access the ‘call history’, ‘contact list’, ‘sms’, ‘location’, etc., some of these
information are sent to developers or specific sites without users knowing about
or being able to opt out of the practice. Mobile Android users are more con-
cerned with privacy on their devices and they especially worry about the threat
of malicious apps [10], such as call logs, contacts, sms, phone numbers,
locations, etc. Table 1 lists the commonly used privacy information.

2.3 Privacy Abuse Behaviors in Android

It is difficult to define the privacy abuse behaviour. In [15] and [16], behaviors
such as “identifier disclosure”, “short message service misuse”, “spy camera”,
and “location leakage” are defined as privacy abuse behaviors. If the identifiers
are leaked, the mobile devices could be tracked or sensitive information could be
abused. The misusing of sms may lead serious problem in some checking system.
Similarly, the location leakage can cause tracking or more serious things. The
privacy abuse is seriously on Android system. Although many vulnerabilities
could be fixed by a system patch but it is not an ultimate solution since the
patch may be unable to fix all problems [17]. In this work, we summarized the
potential privacy abuse behaviors in Android systems as Table 2.

2.4 Privacy Abuse Detecting

There are three commonly used methods to detect malware apps: static,
dynamic, extra information, as shown in Table 3. The static method statically
check the permissions, imported package, instruction (opcode), et al. of apps but
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Table 2. List of privacy in android systems

Privacy Potential privacy abuse behavior

Reading call history The call history contains information about users’ life,
work, and network, which is a potential privacy abuse
behavior

Reading contact List Contact list leakage can leave owner of device and it’s
contact member in a risk state

Reading sms Sms contains very private information of users.
Furthermore, some payment systems are use sms as a
second authentication method

Sending short message Attempting to send a sms by malware app can cause
serious results

Reading phone number The phone number is an identity of users

Reading IMSI number The international mobile subscriber identity (IMSI) is also
an identity of SIM card of users

Reading IMEI number The international mobile equipment identity (IMEI) is the
identity of device

Reading GPS location The location of user or mobile device is a kind of sensitive
information

Using camera Improper use of camera or photos in mobile device can
cause privacy leakage

Using WiFi Untrust WiFi can cause information leakage

Using bluetooth Similar to WiFi

cannot analyse apps at runtime. Dynamic methods check the runtime behaviors
of apps, such as system calls, etc. The extra information methods use extra
information such as the author of apps, description of apps to analyse apps for
judging whether apps are malware. On the other hand, the service manager
can be used to detect the privacy abuse behavior, with which the attacker can
use the ptrace function to inject the specific code to steal privacy information.

2.5 Resist Privacy Abuse

The permissions list and comments can help users make decision as to whether an
app might need the permissions. Furthermore, the potential behavior of privacy
abuse can be real-timely detected by hooking the service manager, which are
logged for further analysis to help user to decide to uninstall apps or not. These
methods are used to help users to resist the privacy abuse before it happens.

3 Real-Time Monitoring of Privacy Data Abuse System

This section will describe the detailed design of the system, which aims at real-
time monitoring the permissions and behaviors of all installed apps to protect
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Table 3. List of privacy in android systems

Methods Advantages Disadvantages

Static analysis Stable, don’t affect running
apps

Cannot real-timely detect
potential privacy abuse
behaviors

Dynamic analysis Accurate, can real-timely
detect behaviors

May affect running apps

Extra information Stable, Don’t affect running
apps

(1) Cannot real-timely detect
behaviors of apps;
(2) Inaccurate; (3) The
extrainformation may be
faked

users from privacy abuse. When finding some suspect apps, the system will
blocked these apps and send notification to user. All suspect behaviors will be
logged for further analysis. With this system, users are able to decide to block a
malware behavior. The system contains following four basic tasks: (1) It can list
permissions of all installed apps in an Android device; (2) It is able to monitor all
predefined suspect behaviors; (3) The system can read/write comments for each
apps; (4) The injection module can replace a function in a process of Android,
which demonstrates how a fake ioctl function replace the original function;
(5) A proxy services is implemented that can work as a proxy between appli-
cations and original services, which is able to detect potential privacy abuse
behaviors.

3.1 Architecture Design

The system contains multiple four modules, including activity module, inject
process module, online comment service module and background service
module. The background service contains tow submodules: service proxy
and log record. The inject process module, service proxy module and log
record module are the core components. Figure 1 shows the architecture of the
system.

3.2 Activity Module

The activity module can interact with Android. The system uses activity mod-
ule to read the permission lists and of each installed app. Similarly, all logs can
also be access via the watch log activity. The user can comment each app through
reading/writing the logs stored in log record module. It can also be online
accessed with the java online comment service. With the notify activity,
the system can notify users when suspect privacy behaviors are found.
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Fig. 1. Structure of real-time privacy abuse monitoring system

3.3 Inject Module

The inject module is used to inject third part code into the service
manager process and replace original function, which contains two submod-
ules: inject program and hook library. The injection process following steps:
(1) background service module starts the inject program by forcing target
process to load hook library; (2) the inject program edits the memory of tar-
get process and replace the address of original function with that of function in
hook library; (3) the service manager loads functions in the hook library. The
inject module is also responsible for registering binder service and returning
the handle of service. The developed system can analyse and log the request
of services from client apps. When service proxy module registers service in
service manager, the system will record the address of binder handle. If need,
it can replace the handle of proxy services. Figure 2 shows the injection process
in Andriod.

3.4 Background Service Module

It contains two submodules, log record and proxy service. It first be ini-
tialized when the Android device is turned on. The background service module
starts the inject module and then extracts some original service from service
manager to create proxy service. Then, it sends the binder address of original
service to proxy service and registers proxy service in service manager. Finally,
the log record module will be loaded in a new thread.

The proxy service can analyse the requests from client apps and the sus-
pect requests is logged in log record module. If some suspect behaviors are
found, the proxy service will call notify activity and ask the users make
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Fig. 2. Injection in an app process

Fig. 3. Find the handle of service in service manager

a decision on whether to accept the request. The log record module can store
and analyse logs received from proxy service and injection module. When
the activity module asks for logs, the log record module will send a con-
tainer of logs to activity module. Figure 3 shows the registration of service in
service manager. Figure 4 describes the workflow of using binder in communi-
cation between proxy and service.

3.5 Java Online Comment Service Module

This module runs on a remote machine and a simple protocol is used to commu-
nicate with the online comment activity. The aim of this module is to enable
user to online comment an apps.
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Fig. 4. Workflow of binder using in communication between proxy and service

4 System Implementation

This section addresses the details of implementation of real-time monitoring sys-
tem. The system is implemented as an app and the app development environment
includes Eclipse, Android Development Tools (ADT) plug-in and Android Soft-
ware Development Kit (SDK). Android Native Development Kit (NDK) is used
to develop the Injection module that is implemented in C.

4.1 API Hook

The key technology in injection is to use API hook to replace the address in
Global offset Table (GOT). The injection technology is used to force target
process to load hook library, where the address of target process in GOT is
replaced with that of attack process. In this system, we demonstrate the workflow
of app injection as shown in Fig. 5. It includes two steps:

– Injection, is a method that one process invades the workflow of another
process. The ptrace function is used to force target process to allocate a space
to save the injection assembly code. By doing this, the target process can be
forced to load the injected.

– GOT, contains actual addresses of functions. By changing the address of target
function in GOT of a target app, target process, it is possible to replace a
function in an app.

4.2 Hook Functions

After injecting the code and replacing the address in GOT, the target process will
load the hooked function instead of original target function. In Android system,
the service manager is a name system which provides client apps service binder
address according to the requested. In this work, it is found that the information
of request of service from client apps can be easily fetched through the hooked
ioctl. Actually, the handle of service can be easily exchanged here. The hooked
ioctl can record the handle of service that created in service proxy module.
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Fig. 5. workflow of injection

The hooked ioctl can load the original ioctl to send the handle of proxy
service to client app. Then, the client apps will use the proxy service instead of
the original service.

4.3 Test and Comparison

A HTC Wildfire S A510e mobile phone is used to test the developed system,
where the Andriod version is 2.3.5. Figure 6(a) shows the list of all installed
apps and Fig. 6(b) shows all the permissions of them. The system is able to
real-time monitor the suspect privacy abuse behaviors, such as ‘read phone
number’, ‘read/write contacts’, ‘send/receive sms’, etc., as defined in Sect. 2.
Figure 6(c) shows an example of the logs of privacy abuse of the popular social

Table 4. Comparison with LPG and 360

Devleoped system 360 mobile safe LBE privacy guard

Real-time monitoring Yes Yes Yes

Comprehensive protection No Yes No

Injection detection Yes No No

Contact access Yes Yes Yes

SMS reading/writing No Yes Yes

Camera using detection Yes No No

Notification Yes No No

Log Yes No No

Online comment Yes No No

Root needed Yes Yes Yes
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(a) List of installed apps (b) Permissions

(c) Logs of privacy abuse (d) Notification of reading phone
number

Fig. 6. Developed system over HTC Wildfire S 510e

app: “WeChat”, where “WeChat” is trying to read phone number and the sys-
tem found this suspect behaviors and send notification to the user of the device.
Figure 6(d) shows an example of notification when the system found that the
app is reading the phone number.

Actually, there are a number of commercial privacy protection apps have
been developed and released on Google Play that are able to real-time mon-
itor privacy abuse, such as Clueful Privacy Advisor (CFA), LBE Privacy
Guard (LPG), 360 Mobile Safe (360), etc. The 360 is able to monitor pri-
vacy data leakage as well as malware detection. In Table 3, we compared our
developed system with the two popular commercial apps: LBE Privacy Guard
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(LPG) and 360 Mobile Safe (360) in terms of suspect behaviors detection capa-
bilities.

From Table 4 we can see that our developed system are able to detect more
suspect behaviors than 360 Mobile Safe LBE Privacy Guard.

5 Conclusion

This paper analyse the potential dangerous behaviours of apps and proves that it
is possible to real-timely monitor the privacy abuses on Android devices. An app
is developed on a rooted HTC A510S Wildfire mobile phone to demonstrate all
the technology proposed above.
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